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INTRODUCTION
I am sitting in the sun to write this thesis paper. What little
sun shines has become very precious to me. An odd turn of events, as
in Texas the shade or shadows are valued as a relief from the incessant
sun. It has come to me lately, however, that the shadow cast from a
window is sunlight. Perhaps this land of snow and cloud cover is not
so far from my origin?
These past two years have gone like the above oddity, an interplay of
extremes. Constantly I am struck by the harmony found in seemingly
discordant extremes. For example, is it not odd to you that we walk
through life seeing upside down? It is merely our brain that switches
the view right side up again. The imaginings of a child walking on a
ceiling do not seem so adverse in this light. Perhaps it is a truer
metaphor. We build houses with a top and bottom and then dream of walking
on the top and looking up at the bottom. We create our limitations and
then dream of breaking through them, or at least turning them at odd
angles. Oddities have their value.
I entered RIT's MFA program with an expectation of painting realism.
I intended painting people to look like the individuals they were
and using the compositional/emotional dynamics to create a human drama.
Instead, I find I am painting very personal and unreal imagery to
evoke a transcendent state of being. Two apparently contradictory
intentions, yet, net so disharmonious. One must become very involved
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in the human drama before one can transcend, rather than run from,
the human frailties. I say frailties, because drama depicts the
process of conflict, internalization, and attempted solutions. Dramas
are based on pain. And what is pain? Pain is a symbol of discordance
at some level: social, physical, mental, emotional, and/or spiritual.
Ergo, our "frailties". And it is our frailties that remind us of our
sense of solitude and solitude which reminds us of our social nature.
Thus, pain serves as a very effective stimulant for growth. Who
would consciously remain in pain and isolation? Alas, pain also serves
as a very effective stimulant for flight. Thus, true transcendence is
a walking through of pain rather than a flight from it. Pain also
has a way of finding you, unawares, otherwise how would growth occur?
We would spend our time avoiding pain rather than walking through the
reality of growth.
When seen in this light, transcendence becomes a higher state of
realism, a higher symbol of the human condition. Thus, not so far
from my original intention of painting realism. Of course, this is
only my truth. There are many truths and I do not mean to exclude or
reject other ways of seeing or being. I am only sharing my own private
spaces.
THE ESSENCE
I have had many lives in my one short one so far. As a child I
moved around the world about every two years. My self, and my
family, were the only constant. The school environment was a
constant, but it was a constant in continuous change. To learn one
must move, metaphorically, that is. So, my childhood was a study of
maintaining a balance in a state of continuous motion.
The friends I made I left behind. And though we tried to write
the correspondence was not successful. In a sense my friends died.
We changed our space and time and the need was no more to remain in
contact.
Then came a time when my family changed physically. My mother
and father chose separate paths, my older sister walked hers and then
there were we three: mother, myself and my younger sister. This was
not enough for me. I chose a separate path as well. I lived for a
while as a full time employee, performing my duties and learning.
But it was not enough. I began night school and working full time
and that was not enough. I became a stepmother, homemaker and full time
student. This was not enough.
What is enough? I finally, in the quietness of my solitude,
realized that my question was really a seeking for what is real.
Enough equalled real. And then came the slow realization that real
was not anything outside of myself, nor was it any role that I could
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perform. Real is what I am without any of the trappings of this world.
Real is who I am on the inside. The challenge of my life then has been
to discover this well kept secret. The continuing challenge, now, is
to express who I am from a place of integrity inside myself in a
direction outward. And not the other way around. I wore my life like
a coat, thinking the coat I wore defined my self. But I had the
concept backwards and upside down. Who I am defines my coat. I have
come home at last.
And what, you may well ask, has this to do with my painting?
Everything and nothing at all. Everything has to do with the painting.
It is an expression of my internal vision. And then again, it has
nothing at all to do with the painting because there is a chance that
no one may understand. Does it matter? Only in as much as a sparrow
singing to the day. Those who will hear and enjoy the song, or the day,
or both will do so. Those who do not, continue on their way oblivious.
The sparrow, the song and the day continue as well. It is a matter of
individual journies and private spaces of integrity.
Since the only realness in the world is my inner self everything
outside myself is an illusion, until I choose to perceive it as an
extension of myself. At that point, the object or idea becomes real.
The world becomes my song. And what, exactly, is a song? A song is a
set of vibrations that cherish each other. It is only my ears that turn
the vibrations into a sound. When my eyes see a song, they turn the
sound into color. Wherever I turn I see a song of creation illuminating
my soul. When I paint, my senses turn my inner song into a reflection of
illuminating color. The song is to the day. Those who wish to hear will
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hear. Others are oblivious. Life is very simple and a joy to behold.
Surely I am too optimistic, caught in the wave of temporary
relief from pain. Joy does not come every day.... Does the sun not
rise and fall everyday? Does the sun not shine even on dead, decaying
wood? The sadness felt, the pain felt, is merely a breath's time away
from joy. Decaying wood is the home of worms, and lichen, and crawling
creatures. The pain of today is merely the discomfort of an ill-fitting
coat. Dark colors illuminate in their own way. They point the way
towards a greater light, a brighter color. Flowers eventually grow
where dead wood once laid to rest. Darkness contains its own song of
beauty. One need only be patient and quiet to coax the songbird's love
to sound.
Have you ever wondered why it is that the fog demands our attention?
It seems that it is a veil muffling our senses: sight, sound, and even
touch. Do you remember touching a tree branch in the fog? It feels
different. We become more alert, cautious. And yet, we are still able
to perceive. The world becomes a space through which we must travel
more slowly, more gently. At times objects of our perception reveal
themselves slowly and gently. At others, the awareness comes as a rush
and quick action is required to avert unpleasant impacts. Just so, my
paintings deal with veils of perceptions. There is the fog. And there
is that which is revealed, hidden yet perceptible. Present but ethereal.
Is that not also a depiction of time? If we could slow the vibrations
of time down so slow that it were to become slightly solid, slightly
contained, would it not be as a walk in the fog?
At this frequency, time becomes an object of greater intimacy.
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The pace of your walk through fog time determines your window of
perception. Rush through blindly and interactions may become as tree
branches striking from unknown quarters. Slow the pace and awareness
increases, interactions more discreet, understandings enhanced.
The fog, the veils, and darker colors are all metaphors for life's
changing nature. The higher nature is light, clear perception, and
illuminating color.
Have you ever seen light dancing on the water? Light and water
love each other. Their love story is one of life's most profound states
of being. The great sun shines everywhere on everything giving no
thought to the recipients, nor expecting any return for the wondrous
gift of light. The sun gives because giving is his nature. Water flows,
prefers to move yet will stand still if required. The great water
gives of herself freely as well: all who wish to immerse, move, and
partake of her liquid do so even to the detriment of her natural purity.
Water changes forms from liquid, vapor, and solid states dependent upon
the amount of light, the intensity or lack of the
sun'
s warmth, the
frequency of vibrations. Clouds are water vaporized. Ice is water
locked into very slow motion. And free standing water creates a dance
floor for the sun and water to sing their sparkling song. Ever changing,
blinding the eye, they '.dance. Both reflecting each other, disturbing
neither, sharing laughter. It is a love story. Can one ever hope to
paint this song? It is an ideal, something to reach for and something
I have been working towards: how to create the sparkle, the dance, the
love between surface and air, object and space within the larger object.
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Have you ever imagined being an atom, or neutron, or quark? If
I were a qjark, I could journey into a solid wall and the space would
be like that of our outer space. Everything in this outer space
would be moving as I am and, I wonder, would I perceive anything so
large as the wall I was in? Or would it seem only as an outer space?
I wonder, is our real outer space making up a larger wall as well?
Veils, perceived and conceived, neverending, dazzling. Life is a
wonder.
This world is a metaphor within a metaphor. Rather like a poem.
We live poetry. Our eternal essence, the part of us that is "I am",
resides in a shell of humanity. Humanity resides in a shell of geologic
formation which resides in another shell of time/space/dimension.
What lies beyond? Some say "nothingness". How does one paint
nothing? Another ideal, another challenge. Perhaps nothing is a
word for a concept like the wall our universe is just a part of?
Some say the solar system is a metaphor for the human condition.
There is the sun, giving freely, imparting warmth and life, surrounded
by spheres unable to emit light but capable of absorption and reflection.
These smaller spheres also have even smaller spheres absorbing and
reflecting. Rather like these spheres are different aspects of
ourselves. The physical self with its smell, touch, sight, hearing,
and taste. The mental self with logic and emotion. And the spiritual
self, the "I
am"
or eternal essence. Our eternal essence is the sun,
the mental the planets, and physical the satellites. At times we think
we are only our physical self. But how many times have you willed
your body to do something without success? We are more than physical.
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Just so with our mental self. At times we will ourselves to feel and
think other than what we do; we are more than our mind. Our truer
self is the sun, our spirit, our will. The body and mind are merely
vehicles by which we can experience space and time in a different
way. It is a way to venture into the unknown. And yet, the sun is
already there. The light of the sun ventures way beyond the capabilities
of our other two restricted aspects. Can we not see starlight light
years away? In a sense, we journey into the unknown to remind us of
our self that we have incredibly and momentarily forgotten. The spirit
is already there to greet us. Wherever we go we are welcomed home.
In this way, too, we as individuals are spheres and journey
around and near each other. I look at you, at your light, and I see
me and my spirit. At times I am blinded by the light of one who is
very near their sun. Other times the light is more subdued and hidden
within the senses and brain. But always, the journey into the unknown
corridor of space and time reveals ourselves to ourselves and brings
us home.
Just so, the great white light is composed of many colors, of
smaller and less intense lights. The smaller lights are beautiful
as they are. Increase their intensity, their frequency, and they
return home. Life can be a prism or a prison. It is a matter of
attitude and awareness. Wherever you turn you are returning home.
If one is imprisoned the natural reaction is to escape. Escape to
where? Escape to home. If one is a prism, one shines home. It is a
matter of living and learning and discovering who and where you are.
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How does one paint this story? Color is a useful metaphor, as
are spheres. Windows are useful too. Windows are a definition of
our perception. Windows. ..the eyes of the soul. Vision: light.
Doorways: pathways and reflections of our options. Openings and
closures: the future and the past, the unknowable and the known.
Have you ever wondered what death is? The great doorway to the
unknown. Capital "U". Every time you leave something behind, a
little death occurs. A weight falls from your shoulders. A lighter
sensation is created. In this life we learn how to die. All the
little deaths prepare us for the large one. The ultimate contradiction.
Odd, isn't it? Those who refuse to die, who refuse to let go, never
learn how to live. How will they ever welcome death's blessing to
a lighter state? And in the meantime, how heavy is their load!
These past two years have been an intense lesson for me in
letting go. Instead of walking a much more familiar path, I crawled
and eventually walked through and past much of my dead weight. I was
fearful at times and kept asking myself, "What the hell am I
doing?"
Miraculously, I survived the ordeal in spite of my self. A war waged
inside: my two selves arguing and pulling at each other. It seems
we all have two selves inside our one large self. The one that is
illusioned and in love with stability is death. The one who is
illuminated and wishes to fly is life. Each one has their time of
predominance within our souls. That is the nature of this time and
dimension in which we currently reside. The sun rises and sets, light
reaches into the dark, spring fades into winter. The part of us that
is a part of this nature must follow her law. Thus the light and dark
of our nature.
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Is there such a state as perfection? Perfection would imply
absence of darkness and a constant state of growth; in essence, a
sun that does not set. In reality we know the earthly sun does not
truly set. It is only our limited movement, our dependence upon
earth's movement which creates the comfortable illusion of a rising
and setting sun. Perhaps we are as children learning to walk. We
pull ourselves upright and stabilize momentarily with the coffee table
before we venture beyond all support. We take a few tentative steps
and drop as our undeveloped muscles and balance give way. But does
the child lose heart? Does the child chastise herself for the fall?
No. The child is in a state of perfection. She continues her efforts
into an eventual run. What lies beyond? She must learn to run with
her mind and heart as well. And then what? And then she must learn
how to fly with her soul. It is then she will live fully within her
perfection.
And how does one paint perfection? That, my dear, is what a
life is for. Odd, isn't it?
THE TECHNIQUE
How does one actually apply paint to these stories? Here, then,
is the rub. Technique itself now becomes the metaphor. How one paints
cannot separate from how one thinks or feels. I strive for harmony,
therefore, technique enters the realm of idea. Technique and content
are one. Each aspect illuminates the other.
In technique I have used four basic tools. My color palette is a
personal choice of a range of hues, and is my first tool. These hues
are manufactured and stored in tubes. The manufacturers have created
two kinds of paint which are either opaque or transparent as they leave
the tube. This then is my second tool. My third tool is the mixing
of paint with my medium. This third tool provides application of paint
onto the canvas in an opaque manner which permits a dense layer of color
or a more transparent glaze through which previous layers of paint can
be seen. This effect is independent of whether or not the tube color
was transparent or opaque. My final tool is the use of a paint brush
to show a brush stroke, or a layer of color absent of brush stroke, or
a shape other than a brush stroke (such as a dot).
Though my tools are very traditional they can combine in a way
unique to my content (as is the case for any endeavor). Thus, my brush
strokes create lines of bcld overlays, underlays, density, movement.
Delicate strokes set up a ballet through the bolder passages. Dots
create pinpoints of perception within the larger field of color and
object. Lack of brush stroke creates a field of color.
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Glazing creates see-through, delicate sheaths of paint, building
up brilliancy. Opaque and transparent color overlapping one another
create veils and objects, larger and smaller, blending, overlaying,
contrasting, melting.
Color itself serves as a language. Such abstract ideas as
harmony, contrast, conflict, individuality can be created by color alone.
By transposing warm and cool colors a rhythm is created, the eye enhanced
and intrigued, thus encouraged to continue deeper into the space of the
paint and to sit a while. Darker colors enliven the light hearted nature
of the brighter colors and transitional tones lead the eye to perceive
a sense of illumination.
My palette is composed of the rainbow colors, a personal symbol of
hope and nature's most beautiful example of illumination. Overall, I
have intended to create a song of beauty, which, since thought was born
has been a symbol of hope, love, harmony, and discovery or growth. If




Figure 1. Barbara Curtis, "Cross Winds", 1989, Oil,
48" * 48",
Figure 2. Barbara Curtis, "Water Singing", 1989, Oil, 12" x 24".
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Figure 3. Barbara Curtis, "The Hollow", 1989, Oil, 16" x 20".
Figure 4- ~bara Curt "Temple", ; )89, Oil, 16" x 20".
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Figure 6. Barbara Curtis, "Tree of Many Colors", 1989, Oil,
24" x 30",
Figure 7- Barbara Curtis, "Singing go the ( ?mos", 1989, Oil, 48" x 48",
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